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A highly optimized pseudospectral algorithm is presented for effecting the exact action of a
transitional-mode Hamiltonian on a state vector within the context of iterative quantum dynamical
calculations ~propagation, diagonalization, etc.!. The method is implemented for the benchmark
case of singlet dissociation of ketene. Following our earlier work @Chem. Phys. Lett. 243, 359
~1995!# the action of the kinetic energy operator is performed in a basis consisting of a direct
product of Wigner functions. We show how one can compute an optimized (k ,V) resolved spectral
basis by diagonalizing a reference Hamiltonian ~adapted from the potential surface at the given
center-of-mass separation! in a basis of Wigner functions. This optimized spectral basis then forms
the working basis for all iterative computations. Two independent transformations from the working
basis are implemented: the first to the Wigner representation which facilitates the action of the
kinetic energy operator and the second to an angular discrete variable representation ~DVR! which
facilitates the action of the potential energy operator. The angular DVR is optimized in relation to
the reference Hamiltonian by standard procedures. In addition, a scheme which exploits the full
sparsity of the kinetic energy operator in the Wigner representation has been devised which avoids
having to construct full-length vectors in the Wigner representation. As a demonstration of the
power and efficiency of this algorithm, all transitional mode eigenstates lying between the potential
minimum and 100 cm21 above threshold have been computed for a center-of-mass separation of
3 Å in the ketene system. The performance attributes of the earlier primitive algorithm and the new
optimized algorithm are compared. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~99!00502-4#
I. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of tunable laser devices and supersonic
expansion techniques capable of preparing cold molecular
beams, the spectroscopist can now probe the dynamics of
dissociating species with considerable accuracy. The disso-
ciation of ketene (CH2CO) into ground singlet methylene
(CH2) and carbon–monoxide ~CO! has received much ex-
perimental attention1–5 as it typifies a unimolecular dissocia-
tion process with no barrier to recombination on the potential
energy surface ~PES!. The study of such reactions is essential
for answering the two fundamental questions prompted by
chemical bonding models: how does a bond break, and af-
terwards what quantum states are the products in? Questions
regarding the nature of a transition state along the reaction
coordinate of a barrierless PES, and the nascent distribution
of product states arising from dissociation reactions, have
posed long-standing challenges to dynamical theories. For
the ketene singlet dissociation channel, attempts to predict
the absolute rate coefficients and product vibrational distri-
butions by variational transition state theory have been
successful,6,7 however modeling of the rotational state distri-
butions has proven to be problematic, even for vibrationally
cold products. Moore and co-workers have demonstrated that
although accurate at energies near threshold (,200 cm21
excess! statistical phase space theory ~PST! predicts methyl-
ene rotational state distributions that become progressively
warmer than experimental distributions as excess energy is
increased.2 In contrast, the PST-predicted rotational state dis-
tributions of the heavier carbon–monoxide product are
closer to experiment.1 Altogether different behavior is exhib-
ited in the analogous NCNO dissociation. Although the dy-
namics controlling the absolute rate constants and product
vibrational state distributions are qualitatively similar for
both reactions,6–8 Wittig et al. have accurately modeled the
experimental product rotational state distributions of the
NCNO dissociation with PST for energies up to 1860 cm21
above threshold.9 Why are the product rotational state distri-
butions of ketene not as markedly statistical as for NCNO? Is
a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
smithsc@chemistry.uq.edu.au
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the ketene transition state tightening as excess energy is in-
creased? If so, how can this be rigorously verified quantum
mechanically?
Computation of the rotational and vibrational states of
the ketene dissociation complex for J50 and a fixed reaction
coordinate is an eight-dimensional problem. The execution
of a computer code developed for such a problem would
challenge any supercomputer. State of the art high-
performance architectures afford the expansion of wave
functions describing six internal degrees of freedom into suf-
ficiently large basis sets. The congruent development of ro-
bust iterative propagation and diagonalization methods10–13
has made the precise solution of the Schro¨dinger equation
describing the nuclear dynamics of four-atom systems pos-
sible ~see, e.g., Ref. 14 and references therein!. For systems
with more than four nuclei, reduced-dimensional models ca-
pable of facilitating the efficient computation of physically
realistic data are needed. The formulation of such models is
made easier if rotational and vibrational modes are only very
weakly coupled. A recent high level ab initio study15 of the
singlet fragmentation of ketene has demonstrated that the
internal vibrational frequencies of the monomers for carbon–
carbon displacements exceeding 2 Å are essentially those of
the infinitely separated species. Clearly the same behavior
cannot be expected for those modes of the parent molecule
which correlate to rotations of the two product fragments
~i.e., the transitional modes! since motion in these degrees of
freedom will be highly sensitive to anisotropy in the interac-
tion potential. Simulations based on the Rice–Ramsperger–
Kassel–Marcus ~RRKM! method have suggested the pres-
ence of vibrational adiabaticity for the internal fragment
vibrations by successfully modeling the partitioning of en-
ergy into vibrational modes.6,7 Hence it is reasonable to sup-
pose that a reduced-dimensional model for predicting prod-
uct rotational state distributions in the ketene dissociation
could legitimately neglect vibrational motion without com-
promising overall accuracy by treating the two products as
rigid rotors with vibrationally averaged geometries interact-
ing via a ~noncentral! potential.
Grid-assisted or pseudospectral approaches16 to reaction
dynamics have enjoyed a rise in popularity in recent years.17
This can be attributed to the relatively low demands in com-
putational resources such algorithms require. For example, if
a wave function is expanded into a basis of momentum
eigenfunctions, the kinetic energy matrix is diagonal in that
representation. A scheme can then be devised to transform a
spectral wave function to a discrete spatial grid. Basis func-
tions on the grid ~linear combinations of spectral basis func-
tions! are localized such that the matrix representation of the
potential energy operator may be approximated as diagonal.
When used in concert with iterative matrix techniques, the
pseudospectral method completely avoids the construction of
a dense Hamiltonian matrix.
The rotational states of molecules in the gas phase are
best represented in non-Cartesian coordinate systems so as to
exploit any symmetry the system may possess. Most momen-
tum eigenfunctions in such coordinate systems contain or-
thogonal polynomials functionally dependent on two or more
variables, such as the Jacobi polynomial Pn
(a ,b)(x), which
cannot be factorized as a direct product of one-dimensional
functions. Complexity arises in attempting to associate angu-
lar grids to such basis functions: if a quadrature scheme
based on a nondirect product function is used, the resultant
grid is dependent on the remaining variable~s!, which is in
most cases undesirable. Corey and Lemoine have pioneered
an alternative scheme,18 based on Gauss–Legendre quadra-
ture for the spherical harmonics Y jm(u ,f) where the same u
grid was assigned to all values of m . This idea of formulating
a direct product spatial grid from nondirect product spectral
eigenfunctions has been extended upon for a complete basis
in spherical coordinates (r ,u ,f) using spherical harmonics
for the angular variables and Bessel functions19 or Laguerre
polynomials20 for the radial coordinate. Leforestier has de-
veloped a multidimensional scheme for the Dmk
j (f ,u ,x)
functions and has applied the method to the Ar–H2O
system21 and recently, with collaborators, to the water
dimer.22 Alternative direct product grid schemes based on
Fourier transforms have been suggested by Dateo and
Metiu23 and Kouri and collaborators.24
In earlier work we have applied the Wigner function
scheme for the singlet ketene dissociation taking vibrational
adiabaticity of the CH2 and CO fragments as an ansatz.25
The algorithm easily predicted the lowest eigenvalues of the
transitional mode ~TM! Hamiltonian for center-of-mass dis-
placements greater than 4 Å but became less efficient for
smaller separations. Later, the same pseudospectral scheme
was tailored for extracting narrow bandwidth eigenfunction
combinations using a shifted inverse iteration technique.26
Being exact eigenfunctions of the symmetric-rotor problem,
Wigner functions are appropriate for shallow regions of the
PES where the rotational motion of the two products is only
mildly hindered. However, as the two monomers draw nearer
to one another, the system can no longer be regarded as two
weakly interacting rotors since a bond begins to establish and
torsional and bending modes dominate the spectrum.27 As a
consequence a great number of Wigner functions would be
required to achieve good convergence at small separations,
and the corresponding CPU cost would become prohibitive.
The use of basis sets ~or grids! adapted to quasi-bending
motions is a more viable solution. The construction of such
bases or grids should be dependent on the reaction coordi-
nate, so as to accurately represent the bending motions at
close separations while retaining the efficient Wigner repre-
sentation for well separated products. Approximate schemes
for dealing with the transition from hindered rotations to
vibrations as the separation of the fragments decreases have
been implemented within the context of statistical theories
~see, e.g., Ref. 28!. Since in the present context our ultimate
goal is a dynamical simulation of the dissociation process, it
is desirable to retain accuracy as far as possible within the
parameters of the reduced-dimensional model which we have
formulated. Hence, the use of adapted basis sets or grids
must not impede the exact action of the multidimensional
Hamiltonian.
Motivated by a desire to efficiently converge many of
the higher energy states in the transition state region of the
PES, we have developed an improved algorithm based on the
construction of an optimized angular grid and an optimized
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primary representation. In Sec. II the unoptimized scheme is
described initially for the sake of clarity ~Sec. II A! before
developing the improved algorithm ~Secs. II B and II C! and
its implementation ~Sec. II D!. Section III presents the nu-
merical results from a series of primitive and optimized cal-
culations performed with various primary basis set sizes and
angular grid definitions, and compares the performance at-
tributes of the primitive algorithm with the newer, optimized
algorithm. Section IV concludes.
II. OPTIMIZED PSEUDOSPECTRAL SCHEME
Since a basis set used to solve a multidimensional Schro¨-
dinger equation is typically large, the Hamiltonian matrix H
is near impossible to construct in its entirety, let alone diag-
onalize directly. Consequently, iterative techniques such as
the Lanczos method29 or filter diagonalization30–36 need be
employed to extract eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of inter-
est. Because such methods require repetitive action of the
Hamiltonian matrix on a state vector w, choice of coordinate
system and basis set are of paramount importance since they
dictate the speed of the matrix-vector product Hw. The al-
gorithm developed in this paper is an extension of an estab-
lished computational kernel,25 which we outline briefly be-
fore proceeding.
A. The primitive algorithm
As summarized in Sec. I, monomer vibrations are as-
sumed not to be coupled with transitional modes ~orbital and
monomer rotational modes! and for the purposes of this work
will not be included in the Hamiltonian describing the sys-
tem. Choosing the radial coordinate R ~interfragment center-
of-mass displacement! as the reaction coordinate, the TM
Hamiltonian is similar in form to the body-fixed Hamiltonian
with two-angle embedding formulated by Brocks et al.37 de-
scribing the tumbling motion of two rigid rotors interacting
via a potential
Hˆ TM5(
F
Tˆ F
ROT1Tˆ ORB1Vˆ INT F5A ,B . ~1!
Labels A and B will herein correspond to CH2 and CO, re-
spectively. Tˆ F
ROT describes the rotational motion of asymmet-
ric monomer F oriented with Euler angles (fF ,uF ,xF) rela-
tive to the body-fixed vector R:
Tˆ F
ROT5BxF jˆxF
2 1ByF jˆyF
2 1BzF jˆzF
2
, ~2!
where Bx , By and Bz are equilibrium rotational constants.
Monomer-fixed axes x , y and z are aligned with principal
axes a , b and c according to the structure of the monomer.
An intermediate top convention (x ,y ,z)$(c ,a ,b) is as-
sumed for methylene and a prolate top convention
(x ,y ,z)$(b ,c ,a) for carbon–monoxide.
The orbital kinetic energy operator takes the form
Tˆ ORB5
\2
2mR2
~ jˆA2 1 jˆB2 12 jˆ zA jˆzB1 jˆ1A jˆ2B 1 jˆ2A jˆ1B !. ~3!
For zero total angular momentum J a total of six dimen-
sions would be required to describe either the orientations or
the conjugate momenta of two interacting nonlinear mono-
mers. In principle, each monomer requires three Euler angles
to describe its orientation in the body-fixed frame, or three
quantum numbers to define its rotational state. While this is
true of methylene, CO is free of a torsional x angle, restrict-
ing kB to a value of zero. Thus the TM Hamiltonian for
ketene involves five dimensions. A wave function can be
expanded into an appropriate spectral basis as a direct prod-
uct of Wigner functions.
Cspectral 5 (jA jB VB kA
c jA jB
~VB ,kA!u jA ,kA ,VA& ^ u jB ,VB&
5 (jA jB VB kA
c jA jB
~VB ,kA!DVA kA
~ jA!* ~fA ,uA ,xA!
^ DVB0
~ jB!*~fB ,uB! ~4!
with each Wigner function being related to a nondirect prod-
uct reduced rotation function dmk
j
,
DV k
~ j !*~f ,u ,x!5eiVf dV k
j ~cos u! eikx. ~5!
Quantum numbers VF and kF project the angular momentum
vector jF on to the body-fixed vector R and monomer-fixed z
axis, respectively. Note that there is no explicit summation
over VA in Eq. ~4!. This exploits the fact that VA52VB for
J50, so that one of these indices may be suppressed and the
state vector can by stored and handled as a four-dimensional
array. Such a representation affords economic action of the
kinetic energy operators on a Lanczos vector due to the near
diagonal structure of the kinetic energy matrix.
Tˆ F
ROT u jF ,kF ,VF&
5 12 $~BxF1ByF!@ jF~ jF11 !2kF
2 #12BzFkF
2 %u jF ,kF ,VF&
1 14~BxF2ByF!C jFkF
6 C jFkF61
6 u jF ,kF62,VF& ~6!
and
Tˆ ORB u jA ,kA ,VA& u jB ,VB&
5
\2
2mR2F S (F jF~ jF11 !12VAVBD u jA,kA,VA&u jB,VB&
1C jAVA
6 C jBVB
7 u jA ,kA ,VA61& u jB ,VB71&G , ~7!
where Cx y
6 5@x(x11)2y(y61)#1/2.
Action of the potential energy operator is effected by a
unitary transform to a discrete variable representation
~DVR!38,39 in which the potential energy matrix is diagonal
within Gaussian accuracy.40 This multidimensional trans-
form scheme for a Wigner function basis has been elsewhere
explained in detail21 for the case of a single monomer. For
the sake of notational consistency it is now presented explic-
itly for the fragments of the ketene dissociation. For given
values of VB and kA , the dV k
j basis sets are transformed to
(VF ,kF) independent u grids, $uAa% and $uBb%:
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ca b
~VB ,kA!5(jB
~RB
~VB!!b , jB(jA
~RA
~VA ,kA!!a , jA c jA jB
~VB ,kA!
~8!
with quantities RF
(VF ,kF) being (NuF3 jF
max11) collocation
matrices with elements defined as
~RF
~VF ,kF!!g , jF5A2 jF112 dVF kFjF ~cos uFg!AvFg , ~9!
where $cos uFg% and $vFg% are respectively the Nug points
and weights required for Gauss–Legendre quadrature. A
two-dimensional inverse fast Fourier transform ~FFT! is then
performed on the remaining plane-wave basis sets, complet-
ing the transform of a spectral wave function to a four-
dimensional angular grid $uAa3uBb3xA%3fBn%
ca b % n5F xA
21F fB
21 ca b
~VB ,kA!
. ~10!
The elements of the diagonal potential energy matrix V are
computed from some interaction potential function. For the
illustrative purposes of this paper, we have used a simple
analytic form consisting of effective Varshni bonding terms
and a Lennard–Jones ~6–12! nonbonding potential as sug-
gested in Ref. 6. After performing the operation Vca b % n ,
the resultant vector w is brought back to the spectral repre-
sentation by forward FFTs
wa b
~VB ,kA!5FxAFfB wa b % n ~11!
followed by inverse collocation
w jA jB
~VB ,kA!5(
b
~RB
~VB!!b , jB(a ~RA
~VA ,kA!!a , jA wa b
~VB ,kA!
.
~12!
Addition of the vectors resulting from the action of the ki-
netic and potential energy operators completes the action of
the Hamiltonian.
While capable of extracting low-lying states, algorithms
using such a scheme become torpid when attempting to con-
verge states in the dense, higher energy regions of the spec-
trum. The inefficiency can be partially attributed to the sym-
metric distribution of angular grid points which cause an
algorithm to struggle with the severe anisotropy of the PES
at close (,3.5 Å! interfragment displacements with a con-
servative mesh size. Attention is now given to the construc-
tion of an improved angular grid and an optimized primary
basis.
B. The angular grid
The pseudospectral scheme described above is very ef-
ficient when monomers are sufficiently well separated (R
.3.5 Å! because of the purely rotational motion character-
ized by the Wigner functions. However, the efficiency de-
creases at closer displacements as rotational motion becomes
greatly hindered by the intermolecular bonding forces. As
the bond is formed, torsional and bending motions become
more prevalent than the rotational motion that the Wigner
functions describe. We choose to adapt our algorithm to
these bending modes, which are associated primarily with
the u angles. In order to develop a procedure facilitating the
transform of a vector from a primitive Legendre grid for the
u coordinates to a compact grid with points more suitably
distributed over the PES, we use the prescription for con-
structing a potential-optimized DVR ~PODVR! given by
Echave and Clary.41 First, the choice of a one-dimensional
reference Hamiltonian for each fragment is required. For the
present purposes, each fragment is treated like a diatom com-
plex insofar as a ‘‘bond’’ of length r is defined along the
monomer-fixed z axis. The fragment interacts with a static
point mass located a distance R from the diatom center-of-
mass via a potential. Such a configuration is a natural choice
for the CO monomer as the z axis is by definition embedded
along the bond axis. As the z axis for methylene is collinear
with its C2 symmetry axis, the diatom approximation is
made by considering the carbon atom to be bonded to an H2
‘‘atom’’ positioned at the H–H center-of-mass as depicted in
Fig. 1. The reference Hamiltonian describing a bend in Ja-
cobi coordinates is written
Hˆ F
+ 5
2\2
2 S 1mTR2 1 1mFrF2 D S 1sin uF ]] uF sin uF ]] uFD1Vˆ F+ .
~13!
Analytic matrix elements for the Laplacian in a Legendre
DVR are available42–44 and the diagonal potential elements
are obtained by freezing the fragments at their minimum
energy geometries and then rotating monomer F to evaluate
(VF+ )gg85dgg8V(uFg). Qualitatively, the reference Hamilto-
nians separately describe a CCO bend and a CH2 wag, the
potentials for which are taken as one-dimensional slices from
a four-dimensional angular potential hypersurface taken at
the minimum energy geometries of each fragment.
Each (NuF3NuF) reference Hamiltonian matrix HF
+ is
then diagonalized
QFT HF+ QF5diag$«1 , . . . ,«NuF% ~14!
with the ith column of QF being the eigenvector correspond-
ing to reference eigenvalue « i . The higher energy eigenvec-
tors in QF are then removed, such that the matrix dimensions
become (NuF3Nu¯F) where Nu¯F,NuF. Each rectangular ma-
trix QF defines a transform from a primitive Legendre DVR
to an optimized finite basis representation ~FBR!. No action
FIG. 1. Reference geometry for intermediate top CH2.
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is performed in this representation; it serves only as a tran-
sitory representation between the primitive and optimized u
grids. Construction and diagonalization of the coordinate
matrix XF in the optimized FBR is straightforward:
XF5QFT QFQF , ~15!
PFT XFPF5lF . ~16!
Diagonal, square matrices QF and lF contain NuF primitive
and Nu¯F optimized coordinate abscissae, respectively. Matri-
ces PF(Nu¯F3Nu¯F) define transforms from the optimized
FBR to a mixed angular/spectral representation ~i.e., angular
in terms of the optimized u grids, and spectral in terms of the
VF and kF indices!. The uF components of the wave func-
tion given in Eq. ~8! can now be both reduced in quantity and
judiciously positioned
c
a¯ b¯
~VB ,kA!5(
l
Nu¯B
~PB! l ,b¯ (
b
NuB
~QB!b ,l (
i
Nu¯A
~PA! i ,a¯
3(
a
NuA
~QA!a ,i ca b
~VB ,kA!
. ~17!
As in the primitive algorithm, the wave function can be
transformed to a totally angular representation by using in-
verse FFTs for the remaining spectral indices VF and kF .
The diagonal potential energy matrix V¯ contains elements
evaluated on the new grid $uAa¯3uBb¯3xA%3fBn%.
C. Optimized working basis
1. An optimized grid as the primary representation?
Although an optimized angular grid expedites action of
the potential operator in pseudospectral calculations, the
memory limitations associated with storing Lanczos vectors
in a large primitive Wigner basis remain. The obvious temp-
tation is to perform calculations using the smaller optimized
u grids in the primary representation. From a numerical
standpoint, the mixed representation $uAa¯3uBb¯ % ^ ukA&
^ uVB& would appear to be a good candidate for a primary
representation, since a simple transformation step in one di-
rection will take the vector over to the Wigner function basis
for action of the kinetic energy operator, while a two-
dimensional FFT will take the vector over to the optimized
angular grid for action of the potential energy operator.
$uAa¯3uBb¯3xA%3fBn%
Optimized grid :V¯ ca¯ b¯ % n

$uAa¯3uBb¯ % ^ ukA& ^ uVB&
Primary rep. : Lanczos recursion

u jA ,kA ,VA& ^ u jB ,VB&
Wigner basis : Tc jA jB
~VB ,kA!
.
To test this idea, we first used a mixed grid/spectral rep-
resentation $uAa3uBb% ^ ukA& ^ uVB& as the primary repre-
sentation and found the approach to satisfactorily converge
the same eigenvalues computed with the original algorithm,
provided the u grids were not optimized. The solid lines in
Fig. 2 show the convergence of the five lowest eigenstates
when the center-of-mass separation is 3 Å. Note that the
matrix D5RRT for the two-dimensional $uFg%!dVF kF
jF
!$uFg% transformation is not identity for nonzero values of
VF
max or kF
max
, but rather is a projection operator. Hence, care
must be taken when performing calculations on the grid to
account for aliasing effects. Following the work of other
groups,45,46 it can be shown that correct results are obtained
for a Legendre grid if a Hamiltonian of the following form is
utilized:
H5RTRT1DFVF 21D , ~18!
where F 21 denotes a two-dimensional inverse fast Fourier
transform.
For our grid-based calculations, we developed a special-
ized Lanczos algorithm for implementing this approach
which runs significantly faster than a standard Lanczos re-
cursion using the Hamiltonian of Eq. ~18!. We discuss our
specialized Lanczos algorithm in Appendix A.
So far, so good. We now come to the issue of attempting
to utilize the mixed representation with optimized u grids. In
Eq. ~18!, we now have D5LLT where L5PTQTR. It is at
this stage where problems emerge since when just one col-
umn is removed from Q, an inaccurate spectrum is gener-
ated. Figure 2 compares the convergence of the primitive and
optimized algorithms for which the primary representations
incorporate the $uAa3uBb% and $uAa¯3uBb¯ % grids, respec-
tively. Clearly the latter scheme is incapable of matching the
converged, correct eigenvalues. We attribute this deficiency
to the incorrect representation of the action of the kinetic
FIG. 2. Convergence behavior of the lowest five eigenvalues (R53 Å!
using jAmax515, jBmax525, kAmax5VFmax510. Solid lines denote values pre-
dicted by an algorithm utilizing a primitive mixed grid/spectral primary
representation. Broken lines were yielded by a similar algorithm using op-
timized u grids of dimensions Nu¯F5NuF21.
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energy operator in the mixed representation once any num-
ber of eigenvectors in QF are removed. As evidence of this,
Fig. 3 depicts the highly unstable convergence of free rotor
(V50) eigenvalues when the number of columns in matrices
QA and QB are again reduced by just one. Thus, when uti-
lizing as part of a primary representation an optimized an-
gular grid $uFg¯% accurate convergence cannot be guaranteed.
It is of some interest to speculate on the reason for the failure
of the very common ~and usually successful! PODVR ap-
proach within this context. Our present opinion concerning
the origin of the instability of the kinetic energy operator
when basis contraction is applied is that in the transformation
from the direct product $uAa¯3uBb¯ % ^ ukA& ^ uVB& representa-
tion to the Wigner function basis ~where the action of the
kinetic energy operator is carried out! the u basis functions
are ‘‘scrambled.’’ Hence, all bets are off as to the viability of
a basis contraction on the direct product grid side of the
transform, since a ‘‘high energy’’ eigenvector computed and
then discarded in generation of the optimized u grids may
contain components which are ultimately necessary for pre-
cise implementation of the action of the kinetic energy op-
erator. Note, however, that this failure only applies to the
kinetic energy—there is no reason to expect that an opti-
mized grid should not be advantageous for the efficient ac-
tion of the potential energy operator. Indeed, it is shown
below that the PODVR can be very effectively utilized in
this way.
2. The contracted spectral representation
One is still faced with the problem of finding a compact
representation in which to store the Lanczos vectors without
affecting precision or computational performance. Following
our speculation on the unreliability of basis set optimization
on the direct product u grids ~insofar as the action of the
kinetic energy operator is concerned! we aim to solve the
problem by devising an optimized, yet (VF ,kF)-dependent
basis to use as the primary representation. To achieve this,
we construct reference Hamiltonians in a dV k
j representation,
using the following expression for matrix elements:
Zj j8
~V ,k !
5d j j8S \22mR2 1 ~Bx1By!2 D j~ j11 !
1(
m
Nu
Rm j~V ,k !(
n
Nu
Vmn+ Rn j8
~V ,k !
50 min~ j , j8!,max~ uVu,uku! ~19!
and then diagonalize them to yield eigenvector matrices
S(V ,k). For nonzero values of VF and kF , matrices SF
(VF ,kF)
exhibit the block structure,
SF
~VF ,kF!5F 1 0  00 1 AA A  0
0 0  M
G . ~20!
The submatrix M is (NM3NM) where NM5 jFmax11
2max(uVFu,ukFu). The eigenvectors (e1 ,••• ,emax(uVFu,ukFu)), cor-
responding to unphysical eigenvalues, are not required by the
algorithm. The high frequency eigenvectors are discarded
such that each SF
(VF ,kF) becomes rectangular ( jFmax11
3NSF) with NSF< jF
max
. For M matrices to exist for all
(VF ,kF) combinations NSF.max(uVF
maxu,ukF
maxu) which en-
sures the entire (VF ,kF) manifold is spanned in all spectral
and mixed spectral/angular representations utilized through-
out the calculation. Thus, we now have a mechanism by
which to contract the primitive, and often large, Wigner
function basis.
cj z
~VB ,kA!5(jB
~SB
~VB!! jB ,z(jA
~SA
~VA ,kA!! jA ,j c jA jB
~VB ,kA!
~21a!
5 0 ; H j,max~ uVAu,ukAu!z,uVBu . ~21b!
As indicated in Eq. ~21a!, basis functions of the primary
representation are linear combinations of physically accept-
able Wigner functions. Since state vectors in the new basis
have the same pattern of nonphysical ~zeroed! elements as in
the Wigner basis, superfluous matrix-vector operations can
be easily avoided. Additionally, the existence of identity
~21b! allows vectors in the new primary representation to be
efficiently compressed. Retaining the optimized angular grid
and Wigner representations for acting with the potential and
kinetic energy operators respectively, the transformation
scheme can be depicted:
FIG. 3. Unhindered (V50) energy levels of the ketene system with jFmax
5kAmax5VFmax55. ~a! Exact eigenvalues ,30 cm21 using the primitive algo-
rithm, 110 iterations. ~b!–~d! Calculations using an optimized grid/spectral
representation for Lanczos iterations 110, 150 and 200.
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$uAa¯3uBb¯3xA%3fBn%
Optimized grid : V¯ ca¯ b¯ % n

uj ,kA ,VA& ^ uz ,VB&
Primary rep. : Lanczos recursion

u jA ,kA ,VA& ^ u jB ,VB&
Wigner basis : Tc jA jB
~VB ,kA!
.
In addition to the advantage of storage economy af-
forded by Eq. ~21!, high energy states implicit in the primi-
tive FBR are essentially filtered out by the contraction, en-
dowing the primary representation with a narrower spectrum.
Consequently, the convergence of the eigenvalues by itera-
tive matrix methods is expected to be greatly accelerated.
Figure 4 shows the convergence of the lowest five states for
R53 Å. The optimized algorithm had the smallest possible
basis size for the given values of VB
max and kA
max and the
components of the Lanczos seed vector were given random
amplitudes. The same eigenvalues correctly predicted by the
algorithm using a mixed primitive representation for the
Lanczos recursion were more rapidly converged by an algo-
rithm utilizing the optimized spectral representation. It is
also worthwhile to add that the lowest five states were con-
verged in a representation less than one-third the size of the
corresponding unoptimized representation before any at-
tempt to compress the optimized Lanczos vectors ~i.e., elimi-
nate storage of expansion coefficients with identically zero
amplitude!. Figure 5 demonstrates how an optimized grid of
modest size can be successfully utilized in conjunction with
an optimized spectral primary representation. The optimized
potential grid was constructed as outlined in Sec. II B.
Clearly, the number of iterations required is greatly reduced
for an algorithm utilizing both an optimized spectral primary
representation and well-positioned angular grid points. In
Sec. II D we focus on how to efficiently structure and imple-
ment the various transformations involved in the calculations
so as to yield a highly economical and efficient computa-
tional kernel for effecting the action of the TM Hamiltonian
and, in the present illustration, the computation of TM eigen-
states.
D. Implementation
The Lanczos method29 is an extremely powerful numeri-
cal tool for extracting eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix. It is
particularly well suited to a number of applications in quan-
tum dynamics as it circumvents the problem of storing a full
matrix in the core memory of a computer. The Lanczos re-
cursion reads:
bkwk115~H2ak!wk2bk21wk21 , ~22!
where $a i :i51,k% and $b i :i51,k21% are the tridiagonal
matrix elements of the Hamiltonian projected in a Krylov
subspace k5span$w1 ,Hw1 , . . . ,Hk21w1%. The Hamil-
tonian matrix is split into kinetic and potential components
(H5T1V¯ ) to capitalize on the sparsity of each in the
Wigner representation and PODVR, respectively. In order to
evaluate Tw we transform the current Lanczos vector from
the optimized primary basis to the primitive Wigner basis,
w jA jB
~VB ,kA!5(
z
NSB
~SB
~VB!! jB ,z(j
NSA
~SA
~VA ,kA!! jA ,j wj z
~VB ,kA!
,
~23!
where for J50, VA52VB . Norm is conserved during the
transformation. Although straightforward, acting on a full-
FIG. 4. Convergence characteristics of the lowest five eigenvalues. Solid
lines are from Fig. 2. Broken lines denote values obtained using an opti-
mized primary representation (NSF511) in conjunction with an unopti-
mized potential energy grid.
FIG. 5. Convergence of the ground state with jAmax515, jBmax525,
kAmax5VFmax510. ~a! and ~b! are the lowest solid and broken curves from Fig.
4. ~c! Using an optimized primary representation (NSF511) in conjunction
with an optimized potential grid (Nu¯A58, Nu¯B513). Solid lines denote
eigenvalues whilst broken lines show behavior of error norms associated
with corresponding eigenvectors.
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sized vector in the Wigner basis is memory intensive and
therefore undesirable for problems requiring the description
of high energy states. Leforestier et al. have realized this and
have incorporated a compression mechanism to obviate the
storage of unphysical components.22 While a beneficial tech-
nique for some basis dimensions, compression techniques do
not eliminate memory problems for jmax
@max(uVmaxu,ukmaxu). A more universally applicable solu-
tion involves exploiting the sparsity implicit in Eqs. ~6! and
~7!. Piecewise, subvectors containing components associated
with quantum numbers (VB21,VB ,VB11) and (kA
22,kA ,kA12) are brought into the Wigner representation,
whereupon they are acted on with the kinetic energy opera-
tors, and then back transformed to the primary representation
to reconstitute the total kinetic action using Eq. ~21!. The
loop structure for this procedure is outlined below for the
case of an isolated asymmetric rotor.
Initialize t(k ,m)50 ; (k ,m)
do m: 2mmax,mmax
do k: 2kmax,kmax
~1! Transform components of Lanczos vector w @length:
NS (2mmax11)(2kmax11)] associated with indices (k ,m)
into a short vector w˜ @length: 3( jmax11)] in a Wigner
subspace
w˜~k ,m !5S u~k22,m !u~k ,m !
u~k12,m !
D ;
u~x ,m !5S u0~x ,m !5(z S0,z~x ,m ! wz~x ,m !A
u jmax
~x ,m !
5(
z
Sjmax,z
~x ,m !
wz
~x ,m !
D
~2! Act with Tˆ to yield t˜ @length: jmax11]
do j :0, jmax
t˜j5
1
2@~Bx1By!j~j11!12Bzk2#uj~k,m!
1 14~Bx2By!Cjk
6Cjk61
6 uj
~k62,m !
end
~3! Transform t back to primary representation, and add in
to the vector t(k ,m) @length: NS(2mmax11)(2kmax11)]
which carries the action of the kinetic energy operator on
w
do z:1, NS
tz
~k,m!5(j Sj ,z
~k ,m ! t˜ j
end
~4! Optionally reduce matrix-vector operations in step ~1! by
storing u(k ,m) and u(k12,m) for use in (k12) th iteration
end
end.
Note that the number of matrix-vector multiplications
required in the wz!u j transform can be minimized by
recycling many of the subvectors in the Wigner representa-
tion ~step 4!. Performing the kinetic action in this manner
is no more computationally demanding than acting on
the whole vector. The power of this technique lies in
the fact that storage of a vector of length
( jAmax11)3( jBmax11)3(2kAmax11)3(2VBmax11) is never
required, rather only the storage of a vector of much shorter
length ( jAmax11)3( jBmax11)39. We point out that, apart
from the obvious memory advantages, a procedure of this
type is readily parallelizable.
Action of the potential energy operator requires discreti-
zation of the angular variables. For given (VB ,kA) the pri-
mary vector is transformed to an optimized mixed angular/
spectral representation
w
a¯ b¯
~VB ,kA!5(
z
NSB
~GB
~VB!!b¯ ,z(
j
NSA
~GA
~VA ,kA!!a¯ ,j wj z
~VB ,kA!
.
~24!
The (Nu¯F3NSF) matrices GF
(VF ,kF) constitute a matrix prod-
uct, performed once only at the beginning of the calculation,
GF
~VF ,kF!5PFTQFTRF
~VF ,kF!SF
~VF ,kF!
. ~25!
Similar to the procedure for acting with the kinetic energy
operator, the operations outlined in Eq. ~24! also avert the
need to construct full vectors of primitive ~i.e., uncontracted!
dimensions. For any (VB ,kA) a transformation from the
compact primary basis to the mixed representation of size
Nu¯A3Nu¯B3(2kA
max11)3(2VBmax11) is straightforward.
Obtaining the action of the potential energy operator in this
mixed representation requires a two-dimensional inverse
FFT to complete the transformation to the PODVR, where
the action of the potential is effected by multiplication, fol-
lowed by forward Fourier synthesis
w
a¯ b¯
~VB ,kA!5FxAFfBV¯ F xA
21 F fB
21 w
a¯ b¯
~VB ,kA!
. ~26!
The action w is then transformed to the primary representa-
tion
wj z
~VB ,kA!5(
b¯
Nu¯B
~GB
~VB!!b¯ ,z(
a¯
Nu¯A
~GA
~VA ,kA!!a¯ ,j wa¯ b¯
~VB ,kA!
.
~27!
The product Hw required by the Lanczos procedure can
now be efficiently computed. Aside from never having to
store ultralong vectors, our procedure has the ability to con-
verge states more rapidly due to adaptive nature of both the
angular grid and the primary basis.
III. CALCULATIONS
For the purposes of comparison with our new optimized
algorithm, three different runs of the primitive algorithm
were performed. Each of these calculations, labeled p1 to
p3, has attributes listed in Table I. The curves in Fig. 6
depict the state-count profiles for each run as a function of
energy. Each calculation was stopped once its profile for
energies up to 100 cm21 above threshold was stabilized. The
slowest case, p3, took over 40 days of dedicated CPU time
on an SGI Origin 2000 system ~neglecting costs incurred by
diagonalization of the tridiagonal Hamiltonian matrix! to
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achieve this and demands on computational resources were
expected to become too intense to attempt extending the
range of the profiles to higher energies. All three runs have
converged insofar as their W(E) profiles do not change form
in the region of interest with an increased number of Lanczos
iterations. Our convergence criteria for eigenvalues are rea-
sonably strict; an eigenvalue is considered converged if the
error norm associated with its eigenvector is below 0.01
cm21 and/or it has replicated itself, as is commonplace for
Lanczos methods.13 Clearly p2 and p3 have profiles that are
qualitatively similar. It is assumed that p3 has sufficiently
converged the magnitude of all eigenvalues such that subse-
quent calculations with greater values of jFmax will not yield
profiles that differ greatly. Independent of the validity of this
assumption, some comparative optimized calculations were
then performed using the jF maxima from p3, namely jAmax
522 and jBmax535. The maximum values for kA and VB
were taken as 10 apiece for all primitive and optimized runs.
Our strategy for determining acceptable truncation ratios
for the optimized codes was to assume combinations of NSF
and Nu¯F that constituted either approximately 75% or 50% of
the values of jFmax . To reduce the number of runs it was
stipulated that truncation ratios were to be consistent for both
monomers, leading to a total number of four optimized runs,
labeled o1 – o4. The truncation ratios and performance prop-
erties of each optimized run are collated in Table II.
As can be inferred from the quoted root-mean-square
~rms! deviations between the primitive profile p3 and the
optimized profiles, the latter are essentially superimposed
upon the former. Slight variations in the profiles can be at-
tributed to minor shifts in some eigenvalue magnitudes in the
higher energy regions of the spectrum ~the low-lying states
are unaffected! caused by the differences in the levels of
column truncation applied to transformation matrices QF and
SF
(VF ,kF)
. On occasion, an eigenvalue very close to the
boundary of an energy bin ~25 cm21 for present purposes!
may conceivably be shifted into the next bin, affecting the
rms value. This effect is expected to become more pro-
nounced at energies exceeding 100 cm21 above threshold.
The second feature worth mentioning is that runs o1 and o2
used Lanczos vectors with an order of magnitude less stor-
age requirement than the primitive algorithm of our earlier
work.25 The remaining runs had primary representations that
were sparing on memory by a factor of 4. Third, all opti-
mized calculations ran significantly faster than the corre-
sponding primitive run ~i.e., p3) with the quickest (o1) hav-
ing a Lanczos iteration time that was close to three times
faster. Finally, it is pointed out that runs o1 and o2 con-
verged their W(100) profiles with approximately one third
the number of iterations required by p3. The convergence of
all optimized calculations with fewer iterations can be attrib-
uted, in part, to an effective reduction of the spectral range of
the Hamiltonian in the optimized primary representation
compared with the primitive Wigner representation. The
primitive run p3 had an approximate spectral range of 4
FIG. 6. State-count profiles of various primitive calculations ~see Table I!.
The energy axis has been scaled such that 0 cm21 corresponds to the thresh-
old energy for dissociation.
TABLE I. Attributes of three primitive calculations performed. W(100) is
the calculated sum of states at an energy 100 cm21 above the dissociation
threshold.
Run
label jAmax jBmax W(100)
No. iterations
required
CPU timea per
iteration ~s!
p1 15 25 698 6.03105 2.04
p2 20 30 796 8.03105 3.64
p3 22 35 815 7.03105 5.15
aSGI Origin 2000 ~single thread!. O2 compile-time optimization.
TABLE II. Properties of various optimized calculations utilizing jAmax522 and jBmax535. Uncompressed and
compressed vector lengths in the primitive Wigner space are 365148 and 219288, respectively.
Run
label NSA NSB Nu¯A Nu¯B
Uncompressed
primary vector
length
Compressed
primary vector
length
rms deviationa
from p3 profile
No. iterations
required
CPU timeb per
iteration ~s!
o1 12 18 12 18 95 256 30 246 0.745 2.5 3 105 1.85
o2 12 18 17 27 95 256 30 246 1.362 2.5 3 105 2.84
o3 17 27 17 27 202 419 98 139 0.549 6.5 3 105 3.96
o4 17 27 12 18 202 419 98 139 1.638 5.5 3 105 2.81
aA1N ( i@W(Ei)prim2W(Ei)opt#2; Di525 cm21.
bSGI Origin 2000 ~single thread!. O2 compile-time optimization.
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3106 cm21, while optimized codes o1 and o2 both exhib-
ited values close to 63105 cm21. Runs o3 and o4 had
ranges of 33106 and 106 cm21, respectively. Overall, con-
sidering the quantity and speed of iterations used, the quick-
est optimized code converged its W(100) profile ;8 times
faster than its primitive counterpart with an order of magni-
tude less storage.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new pseudospectral algorithm for
exactly representing the severely hindered rotational motion
of two rigid monomers closely displaced from one another.
Distinct from other schemes, our algorithm utilizes a com-
pact, flexible primary representation that is capable of adapt-
ing to the large amplitude internal motions of the constituent
monomers at any value of R . Since the basis functions in this
new representation are linear combinations of either physi-
cally acceptable dV k
j functions or zeros, an efficient com-
pression mechanism has been incorporated to further reduce
storage costs.
Taking advantage of iterative propagation/
diagonalization algorithms which require only the product
Hw to carry out spectral analysis, we employ a series of
transforms from the optimized primary representation to
other representations more suitable for acting with the ki-
netic and potential energy operators. A Wigner function ba-
sis is used to evaluate the product Tw, and the transform is
performed in a manner that always avoids the construction of
ultralong vectors in the Wigner representation. A separate
transform has been constructed to evaluate the action of the
potential energy operator on a contracted direct product an-
gular grid. The two sets of u abscissae on the grid have been
judiciously positioned by using the generic prescription for
constructing a PODVR.
Using the computation of TM eigenstates of a model
ketene Hamiltonian as an illustrative example, we have run
several calculations with different contraction ratios. The
new optimized algorithm proves to be both extremely effi-
cient in comparison with the primitive algorithm and very
stable with respect to the selection of contraction ratios for
the optimized primary representation and optimized grid.
This conclusion has been shown to hold valid for an energy
range ~at 3 Å center-of-mass separation of CH2 and CO frag-
ments! up to 100 cm21 above the dissociation threshold ~i.e.,
over 2700 cm21 above the zero-point TM eigenstate! cover-
ing ;800 eigenstates. In comparison to the primitive algo-
rithm, execution times for each Lanczos cycle are signifi-
cantly lower and many fewer iterations are required to
extract the same sum of states profile. The truncation ratios
used for this work are prototypical, and any investigation
seeking the optimal ratios for converging higher energy lev-
els should await the arrival of a detailed ab initio PES.
With the major computational gain represented by this
algorithm, it is now plausible to consider incorporating the
radial coordinate R into the algorithm and undertake, for ex-
ample, a wave packet study of the dissociative dynamics of
ketene on its barrierless PES.47 Another readily apparent ap-
plication of the technique would be the calculation of bound-
state spectra associated with the van der Waals modes in
dimer clusters. Such calculations would prove difficult, if not
infeasible, without improvements in storage economy and
execution speed of the magnitude which we have demon-
strated.
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APPENDIX A: MODIFIED LANCZOS RECURSION
Similar to the schemes suggested by Corey, Lemoine,
Tromp and coworkers,45,46 a symmetric Hamiltonian opera-
tor could act on a state vector in the mixed representation
$uAa3uBb% ^ ukA& ^ uVB&,
Hwmixed5~R T RT1DFVF 21D!wmixed , ~A1!
where R5RA % RB is the total collocation matrix with ele-
ments given in Eq. ~9! and D5R RT is a symmetric idempo-
tent matrix (DT5D5D2) and is a projection operator. The
Hamiltonian is tridiagonalized, W†H W5tridiag@b ,a ,b#
where W5@w1, . . . ,wN# , using the standard Lanczos recur-
sion
~1 ! k50; w050; iw1i5iDw1i51
~2 ! k5k11
~3 ! ak5wk
†~R T RT1DFVF 21D!wk
~4 ! rk115~R T RT1DFVF 21D2akI!wk
2bk21wk21
~5 ! bk5irk11i
~6 ! wk115rk11 /bk
~7 ! if bk.0 go to ~2 !.
As mentioned in the text, we have used a modified recursion
to accelerate our calculations.
~1 ! k50; w050; q15w1
~2 ! k5k11
~3 ! rk
FBR5RTqk ~A2!
~4 ! bk215irk
FBRi ~A3!
~5 ! wkFBR5rkFBR/bk21
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~6 ! wk5RwkFBR
~7 ! ak5wk
†~R T wkFBR1FVF 21wk! ~A4!
~8 ! qk115R T wkFBR1~FVF 212akI!wk
2bk21wk21
~9 ! if bk21.0 go to ~2 !
Proof of Eq. ~A2!:
rk5~R T RT1DFVF 21D!wk212ak21wk21
2bk22wk22
5R RTR T wk21FBR1DFVF 21wk21
2ak21Dwk212bk22Dwk22
5D~R T wk21FBR1FVF 21 wk21
2ak21wk212bk22wk22!5Dqk
[rk
FBR5RTrk5RTR RTqk5RTqk
Proof of Eq. ~A3!:
irki25~Dqk!†Dqk
5qk†D2qk
5qk†R RTqk
5iRTqki2
5irk
FBRi2
Proof of Eq. ~A4!:
ak5wk
†~R T RT1DFVF 21D!wk
5wk
†~DR T RTD1DFVF 21D!wk
5wk
†D~R T RT1FVF 21!Dwk
5~Dwk!
†~R T RT1FVF 21!Dwk
5wk
†~R T RT1FVF 21!wk
5wk
†~R T wkFBR1FVF 21wk! .
The main advantage of using the modified scheme is that
the number of transformation steps required to obtain the
action of the Hamiltonian is minimal. In code developed for
serial execution, we act with the kinetic and potential energy
operators in separate subroutines. First we call the subroutine
for acting with the kinetic energy operator; given qk , it re-
turns bk21, wk and R T wkFBR , requiring three transforma-
tions. Acting with the potential energy requires two FFTs.
The total action is formed and returned to the recursion. This
constitutes a saving of a matrix-vector multiplication per
Lanczos cycle that a standard scheme would otherwise con-
sume.
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